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Consider an arterial with two lanes per direction, one lane for cars
and one lane for “buses only". Assume all vehicles need zero time
to stop and reach free flow speed (infinite acceleration and decelera-
tion). Traffic signals operate at a pre-timed cycle of 90 sec, with 45 sec
green. Assume that each link with a bus stop has a length of 200m
and links without bus stops only 150m. A bus stop is located in the
middle of the link and every 2nd link (see the figure). The emphasis
on this problem is on the coordination of traffic signals to provide
bus priority. The speed of cars is 20m/sec, speed of buses is 15m/sec
and buses stop for 20sec for boarding passengers.

1. For the situation in the figure, provide the timing of signals such
that a bus starting from the beginning of the intersection (A) will
never stop at traffic lights (assume there are no cars). Draw a time-
space diagram for your solution considering only one approach.
Note you might have infinite multiple solutions. You can assume
the passage of a bus actuates the green phases. Alternatively, see
question 2. and solve question 1. and 2. together.

2. Suppose all traffic lights are programmed to have the signals
computed in question 1. Would a bus in the opposite direction of
A stop at traffic lights (i.e. buses starting from x=700m)? If so, can
you delay the time at which the bus leaves from x=700m such that
it will never stop at a traffic light?

3. For case 1. (with only one direction), can you accommodate both
movements of cars and buses, so as to maximize car bandwidth
without having buses stop? What is the value of the bandwidth?


